Roofer
Job title

5
roofer

(ML interviews of linked firms)
(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)
Values and key-words
What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS link)
Job key-words

Height, outside, handy job, materials, insulation,
energy savings

The most attractive

“man or woman of the roofs”
strong sensations due to elevation

national et local context for this activity /
professional

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential
Economical viability
Outlets
Structures that do offer such jobs

There will be roofers as long as there will be
constructions; the sector needs qualified workers,
aware of sustainable, energy saving technologies.
Lots of offers and opportunities
General construction firms; there are also specialized
firms (roofing, carpentry, eco-renovation...)

Job definition

Tasks, assignments, missions :

Job specific conditions & characteristics

 Work on new or eco-renovation sites
 roof creation or renovation (homes and
buildings)
 erects scaffoldings
 preparation of roofs
 selects tools and materials to be used
 sets roofing, water pipes, gutters, roofwindows
 happens to lay insulations
 happens to perform plumbing and/or heating
small tasks

Outside work all the time, all seasons kneeling or
squatting down
lots of trips
must adjust to weather changes

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into
various modules)

Salary, career perspectives and progression

Not fixed
wide range from employer to, employees
specialization is always a possibility

Recruiting
Sandwich training or vocational school training from
CAP (2-year vocational professional training) or BP (3year) to BTS ('bac' +2)
 roofer / roofer tinman (CAP)
 construction water-proofing (CAP)
 BP roofer / water-proofing
 BTS in carpentry-roofing
 BTS building envelope

Formation, trainings
Pre-requisites

Possible extra specialization in solar-panel setting,
heating, plumbing, carpentry...
Insensitive to vertigo

Physical aptitudes

Outstanding physical shape, nimble, good balance

Behavior

Team work spirit, respect of security rules; fiddly,
rigorous, a sense of esthetics

Learnt competences & skills

Handy, polyvalent, coordination with other
professionals on the same site, good command of
materials and techniques. Must like calculations

Job - trade
Competences close to the job (?????)
transferability
Mobility

Any other construction job a roofer may specialize in
Insulation jobs
Sites may be far away from home

Sources/resources
Already existing description files
Source websites
Job 'ambassadors'
Resource (contactable) people & agencies
Where to find information about that job

Cidj/nadoz/onisep/pole emploi/guide des métiers
OuestFrance

SCIC ECLIS/CAPEB/COMPAGNONS DU
DEVOIR

